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Abstract. The basic assumption in CP is that the user models the prob-
lem and a solver is then used to solve it. However, modeling is considered
as a major bottleneck in the wider use of constraint technology, as it re-
quires considerable expertise in CP. To overcome this obstacle, several
techniques have been proposed. State-of-the-art interactive constraint
acquisition systems such as QuAcq and MultiAcq can assist non-expert
users in the modelling task. The main idea is that a series of exam-
ples/queries is posted to the user, and the model of the target constraint
problem is acquired (i.e. learned) based on the answers of the user. De-
spite the progress being made in constraint acquisition, there are still
important challenges to be faced regarding the applicability of the ex-
isting methods and their computational cost. In this PhD dissertation I
intend to address some of these challenges. Specifically, the main goals
are: 1) To develop novel techniques for constraint acquisition that im-
prove the performance of the systems in terms of queries required and
cpu time, 2) To make constraint acquisition applicable by lifting some
of the restricting assumptions that current methods make. So far, I have
dealt with the first goal, having introduced new methods that can boost
the performance of constraint acquisition systems. I have presented an
algorithm that learns several constraints from each generated example,
decreasing the total time needed for the acquisition process. In addition,
I developed novel heuristics that can be applied during query generation
to boost the performance of constraint acquisition algorithms. Finally, I
developed an improved algorithm that further decreases the total time of
the acquisition process in large problems and also a technique to exploit
the structure of the problem to better focus the queries to the user.
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1 Introduction
Constraint programming (CP) has made significant progress over the last decades,
and is now considered as one of the foremost paradigms for solving combinatorial
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problems. The basic assumption in CP is that the user models the problem and
a solver is then used to solve it. Despite the many successful applications of CP
on combinatorial problems from various domains, there are still challenges to be
faced in order to make CP technology even more widely used. One of the major
challenges in CP research is that of efficiently obtaining a good model of a real
problem without relying on expert human modellers [1–3]. Hence, a number of
approaches to automated modeling have been developed using Machine Learning
methods [4, 5].

Along these lines, an area of research that has started to attract a lot of at-
tention is that of constraint acquisition where the model of a constraint problem
is acquired (i.e. learned) using a set of examples that are posted to a human user
or to a software system [6]. Constraint acquisition is an area where constraint
programming meets machine learning, as the problem can be formulated as a
concept learning task. In particular, inductive learning methods are employed to
learn the model of a problem using a set of examples that are posted to a user.

Constraint acquisition can come in various flavors depending on factors such
as whether the learner can post queries to the user dynamically, and the type
of queries that can be posted and answered by the user. In passive acquisition,
examples of solutions and non-solutions are provided by the user. Based on these
examples, the system learns a set of constraints that correctly classifies all the
given examples [7–10, 6]. A major limitation of passive acquisition (and passive
learning in general) is the requirement, from the user’s part, to provide diverse
examples of solutions and non-solution to the system.

In contrast, active or interactive acquisition systems interact with the user
while acquiring the constraint network. This is a special case of query-directed
learning, also known as “exact learning” [11, 12]. In such systems, the basic query
is to ask the user to classify an example as solution or not solution. This ”yes/no”
type of question is called membership query [13], and this is the type of query
that has received the most attention in active constraint acquisition [14, 6, 15].
The system can also ask the user to classify partial examples [16] or to provide
a violated constraint when a proposed example is considered as incorrect [17].
Other types of queries, e.g. recommendation and generalization ones, have also
been considered [18, 19], but answering such queries requires a higher level of
expertise from the user’s part.

A state-of-the-art interactive acquisition algorithm is QuAcq [16]. QuAcq is
able to ask the user to classify partial queries, which may be easier for the user
to answer. Also, asking partial queries gives the system the capability to focus
on the scope of a constraint that is violated and hence learn the constraint. If the
answer to a membership query posted by QuAcq is positive, the system reduces
the search space by removing the set of constraints violated by this example.
If the answer is negative, QuAcq asks a series of partial queries to locate the
scope of one of the violated constraints of the target network and then learn
the constraint. QuAcq needs a number of queries logarithmic in the size of the
example to locate the scope of a violated constraint. Another relevant algorithm
is MultiAcq [20]. This algorithm learns all the constraints of the target network
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that are violated by a negative example, but it needs a linear number of queries
to learn each one.

2 Research Questions

Active acquisition decreases significantly the number of examples necessary to
converge to the target set of constraints. In addition, it does not require the
existence of diverse examples of solutions and non-solutions to the problem.
This is an important advantage especially if the problem has not already been
solved, and so no solution can be provided. Also, it is not required that the
user is human, as it could be a previous system developed to solve the problem
[21]. However, active learning still presents important challenges in order to be
applicable in real problems.

One such challenge is the high computational cost of the existing methods
in terms of the number of queries required and the cpu time needed to converge
to the target network. Algorithms such as QuAcq can be unacceptably slow and
require an unrealistic number of queries even on small problems.

Another important challenge is the restrictive assumptions made by existing
systems. For instance, it is assumed that the user can always reply to any given
query and is always correct in his/her replies. This is clearly not the case in
practice.

The resulting research questions are the following:

– Can new strategies be devised in order to decrease the total time of the
acquisition process?
• How can the system generate useful queries faster?
• How can the system acquire more information from each generated ex-

ample faster?
– How can the number of queries needed to converge to the target constraint

network be decreased?
• How can the system generate more informative queries in reasonable

time?
• How can the system acquire more information from each generated ex-

ample?
• How can the system avoid posting redundant queries to the user?
• What kind of queries can be exploited to boost the acquisition process?
• Can the system exploit the structure of the problem to focus the queries

posted?
– Can a constraint acquisition system learn a constraint network when there

are omission and errors in the answers of the user?
– Can all the developed methods be integrated in a software tool that can

assist real users to model real problems?

The aim of the PhD dissertation is to develop and implement novel techniques
for learning constraint satisfaction problems that deal with the above mentioned
issues. To be more precise, the goals are:
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1. To improve the performance of constraint acquisition systems from a com-
putational aspect, regarding mainly the total time of the acquisition process
and the number of queries needed. This includes:

– The development of novel constraint acquisition algorithms that acquire
more information from each generated example, to decrease the number
of queries needed and the total time of the acquisition process.

– The development of techniques to exploit the structure of the learned
network to better focus the queries.

– The optimization of the process that finds the scopes of the constraints,
by avoiding redundant queries.

– The improvement of the query generation process, via new heuristics and
techniques, to generate more informative queries in reasonable time.

2. To extend the current methods and develop new ones that can make con-
straint acquisition applicable in real-world scenarios. Specifically, I intend
to:

– Develop methods to deal with cases in which omissions and/or errors in
the answers of the user are possible.

– Integrate all the developed techniques in a software tool that can assist
non-expert modelers in their task.

3 Progress so far

In this direction, I developed methods that deal with a lot of the above issues,
having almost completed the first main goal, i.e. to improve the performance
of constraint acquisition systems. So far, I have developed an algorithm, called
MQuAcq, that blends the main idea of MultiAcq into QuAcq resulting in a
method that learns as many constraints as MultiAcq does after a negative ex-
ample, but with a lower complexity [22]. In addition, I proposed a technique
that helps reduce the number of queries significantly, while trying to locate the
scope of a violated constraint, specifically in the function FindScope [22]. Then,
I focused on the query generation process and proposed novel heuristics that
can be applied during query generation to boost the performance of constraint
acquisition algorithms. The above are included in a paper submitted to the Con-
straints journal which is under the second round of review. Finally, I developed
an algorithm that decreases the total time of the acquisition process in large
problems and also a technique to exploit the structure of the problem to better
focus the queries to the user [23].

3.1 MQuAcq

I designed an algorithm, called MQuAcq, that blends the main idea of MultiAcq
into QuAcq, achieving a better complexity bound than MultiAcq. This algorithm
uses the reasoning of QuAcq when searching for constraints to learn once a neg-
ative query is encountered, but instead of focusing on one constraint, it learns
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a maximum number of constraints, just like MultiAcq does. But whereas Mul-
tiAcq learns constraints of the target network in a number of queries linear in
the size of the example, my proposed approach finds constraints in a logarithmic
number of queries.

The main difference between QuAcq and MQuAcq is the fact that QuAcq
finds one explanation (constraint) of why the user classified an example as nega-
tive, whereas MQuAcq learns all the violated constraints. This is done by calling
function FindScope iteratively, while reducing the search space by removing vari-
ables from the scopes of the constraints already found. The main difference be-
tween MQuAcq and MultiAcq is that the former uses the QuAcq search method
to find each scope through function FindScope, and in this way avoids some
redundant searches (which can be very time-consuming) as well as queries that
MultiAcq makes with its method.

Experiments demonstrate that MQuAcq outperforms both QuAcq and Mul-
tiAcq in all important metrics, i.e. total time of the acquisition process, average
waiting time for the user between two queries, total number of queries.

3.2 Optimizing the process of locating the scopes of the constraints
I developed an optimization on the process of locating scopes that reduces the
number of queries needed to learn the target constraint network significantly.
This is done by using the bias (i.e. “candidate” constraints for the problem) to
avoid posting redundant queries to the user. As the system knows the violated
constraints from the bias before it posts each query to the user, it can sometimes
use this information and previous answers to classify the example as negative or
positive without new information by the user.

3.3 Query Generation
The next step was to focus on the query generation process, which is a very
important step of constraint acquisition that has not been discussed in detail in
the literature. More specific:

– I have developed a query generator
– I proposed novel heuristics that can be applied during query generation to

boost the performance of constraint acquisition algorithms
In more detail, first I proposed a heuristic that generalizes the idea of allowing

partial queries to be posted to the user. Instead of using partial queries only when
trying to focus on one or more constraints after a complete example has been
classified as negative, I allow the generation of partial examples to be posted
as partial queries to the user. As experiments demonstrate, this can reduce the
time needed for the system to converge, resulting in avoidance of premature
convergence and reduced total run time for the acquisition process.

In addition, I developed variable and value ordering heuristics for the query
generation process, aiming at generating queries with more information, and
achieving to reduce the maximum cpu time needed for query generation. This is
done by exploiting the information from the bias.
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3.4 Exploiting the structure of the problem

I further enhanced the efficiency of active constraint acquisition algorithms by
proposing a technique for exploiting the structure of the problem while learning
the target constraint network [23]. The type of structure that I have investigated
so far is that of tightly connected groups of variables that form quasi-cliques that
are being revealed during the acquisition process. Quasi-cliques are sub-graphs
with an edge density exceeding a threshold parameter. The quasi-cliques found
could be extendable to complete cliques, so the technique developed focuses on
constraints that could extend them.

The proposed algorithm, MQuAcq-2, also alleviates the high cpu time re-
quirements of MQuAcq by acquiring multiple constraints from each generated
negative example, but not trying to learn all of them by exhaustively searching in
the generated example. Experimental results with benchmark problems demon-
strate that MQuAcq-2 offers significant improvements compared, both in terms
of time and number of queries, especially on large problems. Importantly, the
new algorithm outperforms previous systems even in the absence of structure.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

A major bottleneck in the use of CP is modeling. Expressing a combinatorial
problem as a constraint network requires considerable expertise in the field. Con-
straint acquisition has started to receive increasing attention as a useful tool for
automated problem modeling in CP. As a result, a number of acquisition algo-
rithms have been proposed, with QuAcq and MultiAcq being prime examples.
However, two bottlenecks of such algorithms are the large number of queries
required to converge to the target network, and the high cpu times needed to
generate queries, especially near convergence.

In this PhD dissertation two main goals have been set: 1) to develop novel
techniques for constraint acquisition that improve its performance, 2) Develop
methods that can make constraint acquisition applicable in real situations. So
far, I have dealt with the first goal, having presented new methods that can
boost the performance of constraint acquisition systems.

I proposed the MQuAcq algorithm which extends QuAcq to acquire all the
violated constraints from a negative example, just like MultiAcq does, but with
a better complexity bound in terms of the number of queries. I also proposed
an optimization on the process of locating scopes that, as experiments demon-
strate, helps reduce the number of queries up to 85% in some cases. Another
contribution of this work is that I focus on query generation which is a very im-
portant but rather overlooked part of the acquisition process. I proposed several
heuristics that can be applied during query generation to boost the performance
of constraint acquisition algorithms. Also I proposed a technique to exploit the
structure of the problem while acquiring constraints.

As future directions, I aim to examine the convergence of acquisition algo-
rithms in the the more general learning model where the queries posted are prone
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to errors and omissions. This is very important, as it is very likely to happen in
real applications. Finally, I intend to integrate the developed methods, as well
as other state-of-the-art techniques, in a software tool that will be available for
anyone that wishes to model combinatorial problems as CSPs.
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